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Despite the advancement of wireless technologies that allows collaboration at different places, under

emergencies, professionals are often still required to arrive at the scene to carry out critical tasks. Under

many practical constraints, how to schedule mobile collaborating workforce for urgent event requirements

becomes a challenging problem. In this paper, we study the optimal mobile workforce assignment

problems for multiple events and propose an efficient algorithm to find an optimal workforce arrangement

with respect to quick response under qualification and location constraints. A practical example is given to

illustrate how our method works. We also study the exception case where there are not enough qualified

users. We allow a user to take on multiple qualified tasks previously assigned to different users. But each

person is restricted within one event location so as to reduce traffic transfer between different places for

the quick response purpose. We analyze the computational complexity of the problem of finding an

optimal assignment of mobile workforce under such restraints and solve it by means of integer linear

programming.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Although intelligent handheld devices enable professionals to
perform tasks via a variety of wireless technologies like WLAN,
Bluetooth or GSM, under emergency situations (Goel et al., 2010;
Sun et al., 2009), some professionals are often still required to
arrive at the scene to carry out critical tasks, such as reconstruc-
tion of a damaged network, mobile healthcare, or maintenance of
airplane (Sun and Chiu, 2010). In such situations, on one hand,
there are basic requirements on the qualification and quantity for
professionals, i.e. only enough qualified users can together fulfill
the required tasks. For example, two surgeons and a Cardiologist
are required in an urgent operation. On the other hand, for quick
response requirement, the selected professionals should arrive at
the scene as soon as possible and location is also an important
constraint for the scheduling.

However, from the viewpoint of authorization management,
since emergency events may happen anywhere and anytime,
administrators may not be able to plan well on the assignment
of mobile professional workforce and grant them all necessary
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permissions for such unpredictable tasks. In particular, when
multiple events with different requirements happen at the same
time, there is a practical limitation on the number of available
professionals with the required qualifications (Naveh et al., 2007).
How to schedule the professional workforce becomes a challen-
ging problem. If there are more than one qualified candidates for
a task, the candidates’ physical location and the event location
should be taken into account in the assignment. Only such
assignment solution is found, can the required tasks be carried
out properly.

There are many literatures work on the problem of scheduling
workforce from different points of view. Some discuss how to
choose the criteria for arrangement and some aim to find employee
shift arrangements to match a time-varying customer demand for
service while keeping cost under control (Andersen and Petersen,
1993; Castillo et al., 2009). Some discuss the problem of task-users
assignment in access control systems and take the location condi-
tion into consideration (Ray and Kumar, 2006; Damiani et al.,
2007; Ardagna et al., 2006). However, the current works do not
discuss how to find an optimal mobile workforce assignment with
respect to quick response for unpredicted events.

In this paper, we tackle the problem of scheduling mobile
workforce for multiple events under qualification and location
constraints (MWA). This significantly extends our earlier work
(Sun et al., 2009), which only attempts to fulfill a single event at a
time. The concept of event requirement is proposed to represent a
dynamic context, which is the basis of our consideration. We study
the optimal workforce assignment problem MWAopt, which finds
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an optimal arrangement with respect to quick response while
satisfying all events requirements. An algorithm is proposed to
solve MWAopt and a practical example is given to illustrate how it
works. We also study the exception case where there are not
enough qualified users. The solution allows a user taking on
multiple tasks previously assigned to different users. To meet
the quick response purpose, we make practical restraints on the
task assignment. We restrict each qualified person within one
event location so as to reduce the traffic transfer between different
places. We analyze the computational complexity of the problem
of finding an optimal assignment of mobile workforce and solve it
by means of integer linear programming.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we compare the related works. Section 3 formally pre-
sents some concepts required in this paper. In Section 4, we study
the MWAopt problem and present an algorithm to solve it,
followed by a case study in Section 5 to illustrate our solution.
In Section 6, we discuss how to manage the exception case. At last
we conclude in Section 7.
2. Related work

The problem of scheduling workforce has long exist in practice.
Generally, it aims to find employee shift arrangements to match a
time-varying customer demand for service while keeping cost
under control and satisfying some applicable regulations
(Andersen and Petersen, 1993). Some discuss how to extend the
cost component of the objective function to account for the cost of
poor service and the cost of waiting (Easton and Goodale,
2005). Castillo et al. (2009) propose a paradigm, where cost
minimization and service level maximization are considered. How-
ever, most of these works discuss how to choose the scheduling
criteria. They do not present an exact solution on how to find such
assignments to meet different requirements.

Our work seems related with the problem of task-users
assignment in access control systems. In conventional applica-
tions, users are often pre-assigned necessary privileges to execute
a task. For example, permissions in a role based access control
(RBAC) (Sandhu et al., 1996) system are associated with roles, and
users are granted permissions through the assigned roles. How-
ever, they are not quite suitable for the dynamic qualification
requirements under emergencies since one could not predicate
what permissions are required to assign a user for an unknown
task. Moreover, they do not take the location factor into account
for the assignment. Recently, location is considered as an impor-
tant issue of context and is introduced into authorization decision
(Ray and Kumar, 2006; Damiani et al., 2007). The location-based
access control technologies allow taking users physical location
into account when determining their eligible tasks. For
example, Ardagna et al. (2006) integrate location-based condi-
tions to grant or deny access by checking the requester’s location
as well as credentials. However, they do not discuss how to
schedule mobile workforce for multiple urgent events.

As for our previous work (Sun et al., 2009), we discuss the
quick response problem with consideration of geospatial infor-
mation, but focusing on scenarios with only one emergency event.
In fact, there are many distinct characteristics with the scenario of
multiple events, such as different event places, multiple teams
requirements, etc. Therefore, scheduling workforce for multiple
events is much more sophisticated and especially difficult under
the practical limitation on both user number and user qualifica-
tions. Our work may also look like traditional task assignment
problems. However, a distinct difference is that we consider
the qualification relationship in our problem, which is not
discussed in these works. The qualification requirements for task
performers are practical in reality. Although the qualification is
considered in authorization management in Sun et al. (in press),
there are two apparent differences. One is that the geographical
information was not considered in their work, which plays a very
important role in scheduling mobile workforce. Another is that
they only find a valid solution without discussion on how to find
an optimal one with respect to quick response. Especially under
emergencies with multiple events happening at different places,
the requested qualification is unknown in advance and therefore
the problem of scheduling mobile workforce becomes much more
complex.
3. Basic terminologies

In this section, we present the formalization of the required
basic terminologies, together with illustrative examples.

3.1. Location context and location-based predicate

Context is used to describe the circumstances and settings of users
and events in this paper which includes user current location, event
location, etc. In a scenario of mobile application, each user is
associated with a location-aware mobile terminal, with which one
can request information services provided by an application server.
Users are mobile and often work at different places. Their geogra-
phical information can be acquired and mapped to a logical and
device-independent position in a system with the help of widespread
deployment of location services, such as GPS, trilateration, triangula-
tion, hyperbolic, etc.

Previous literatures have well studied various location-based
predicates for such services (Ardagna et al., 2006; Hong et al.,
2007; Marsit et al., 2005). For example, Dis(u,pos) estimates the
distance of a specific user u from a given position pos, Deter(u,r-

egion) determines whether a user u is in a specific area region.
With consideration of more environment contexts such as traffic
situation, the required time for a user to arrive at some place can
be estimated by the predicate Estimate(u,pos) (Ng and Chiu, 2006;
Marsit et al., 2005). In this paper, we would directly adopt these
predicates in solving the problem of mobile workforce assign-
ment without repeating the details of their implementation.
Interested readers can refer to the above bibliography.

3.2. Conditions and satisfaction

In practice, every collaborative task may have qualification
requirements for the performers. In this paper, we define such
qualification requirements as Condition and formulate it as a logic
expression consisting of terms. A term specifies one aspect of
qualification requirements, which can be expressed in the form of
a boolean predicate defined by an administrator or event reques-
ter. For example, IS(Degree, ‘‘PhD’’) verifies whether a user has a
PhD degree; IS(role, ‘‘doctor’’) specifies the requirement on the
roles a user is taking on. Also the location-based predicates like
Estimate(u,pos) mentioned in the previous subsection can be used
in a term. Based on such terms, we present the notion of condition
on performer qualification.

Definition 1 (Condition, Con). A condition f is defined as a logic
expression consisting of terms and operators in f:,3,4g. It is in
the disjunctive normal form (DNF) and is defined as follows:
�
 A qualification term is a condition.

�
 If f1 and f2 are conditions, then ðf14f2Þ and ðf13f2Þ are also

conditions, where 3 and 4 are logic disjunctive and conjunc-
tive operations, respectively.
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�
 If f is a condition, then ð:fÞ is also a condition, where : is
logic negation operation.

Intuitively, a condition describes the qualification requirements
for an independent user in an event and each element specifies an
elective condition on the required performer. Having a condition,
we need to ensure no conflict exists. Since a condition is of DNF
form, say f¼f13f23 � � �3fm, a conflict may happen only in its
sub-formulas fi,iA ½1: :m�, namely some contradiction sub-condi-
tions. For example, if there is a sub-condition fi ¼fij4:fij, no
user can be qualified for it. fi would be useless and discarded. On
the contrary, if a condition is a tautology, every user is qualified for
this term.

To find the qualified users for the task represented by a
condition, we need to evaluate users’ attributes with the condition.
In the access control system of an organization, all entities and their
relationships are called System State, denoted as SyST in this paper.
Users represent collaborating professionals and are assigned respon-
sibilities to perform certain job functions. A user u being qualified
for any term fi is evaluated TRUE for f under the current SyST and
Context, denoted as SatfðuÞ. For example, there are two users
u1¼Alice, who has worked as a Surgeon for 5 years, and u2¼Bob,
who just begins his Gynecologist career. If f¼ ISðrole,GynecologistÞ

3ðISðrole,SurgeonÞ4LAGðwork,3 yearsÞÞ, Alice and Bob, respectively,
satisfy a sub-condition of f. Thus Satfðu1Þ and Satfðu2Þ hold. In the
rest of the paper, we would abstract away the details on constraints
description.

We define Uf as the set of all qualified users for a given condition
f in a system state. A condition can be satisfied under given SyST
and Context if and only if there is a user whose attributes are
evaluated ‘‘TRUE’’ for this condition. In another words, a condition
can be satisfied if and only if Ufa|. Since a qualification term
actually denotes a set of users who have some common attributes or
common job responsibilities, we present the following rules to
calculate the user set Uf of all qualified users for f:
�
 Case f is a term fi: Uf ¼Ufi
.

�
 Case f is the conjunction of conditions fi4fj: Uf ¼Ufi
\ Ufj

,
where \ is the intersection operation of sets.

�
 Case f is the disjunction of conditions fi3fj: Uf ¼Ufi

[ Ufj
,

where [ is the union operation of two sets.

�
 Case f is the negation of a condition fi: Uf ¼U�Ufi

, namely
the complement set of Ufi

in U.

3.3. Event requirement and valid workforce assignment

Under emergencies, multiple events may happen at different
places and multiple separate groups of collaborating professionals
are required. The concept of event requirement is introduced to
describe an emergency situation.

Definition 2 (Event Requirement, ER). An event requirement is
defined as a tuple e¼ ðF,posÞ, where F¼ ff1,f2, . . . ,flg is a limited
set of conditions, l is an integer, each element fi,iA ½1: :l� is a
condition representing the requirements for a standalone person,
and pos is the event site.

An ER actually specifies the number and qualification on the
user team required in an event, as well as the event location
context. Hereafterwards, we adopt the notions e:F, e:F:fi and e:pos

to denote each element of e, respectively. For the case there are
multiple events happen at different places, the overall situation is
represented as a set Ê ¼ fe1,e2, . . . ,ekg, where eiAER,iA ½1: :k�. Let jej
denotes the number of required users in a given event requirement
e, i.e. jej ¼ je:Fj. Thus the total number of required users in Ê isPk

i ¼ 1 jeij. To meet such emergency requirements, a valid workforce
assignment is required, which should satisfy the requirements
under current system state and context.

Definition 3 (Valid Workforce Assignment). Given a system state
SyST, a set of event requirements Ê and a same-sized set of user sets
Û , namely jÛ j ¼ jÊj, Û is called a valid workforce assignment for Ê if
and only if there is a one-one mapping relationship between Û and
Ê satisfying 8UiA Û , there is a unique corresponding eiA Ê such that
jeij ¼ jUij and each user uijAUi satisfies a corresponding condition
ei:F:fj under SyST, say Satei :F:fj

ðuijÞ. Hereafter, we adopt Uei
to

denote the user set mapping to ei.

In the following sections, we would discuss a series of problems
on how to find a valid workforce assignment for a given event
requirements under current context and system state.
4. The optimal mobile workforce assignment problem

As mentioned, under emergencies, multiple events may happen
at different places and multiple separate groups of users are
required. An administrator need to verify whether there are ade-
quate professionals and find a solution of coordinating them to fulfill
the tasks. Furthermore, for the purpose of quick response, one may
wish to find an optimal assignment such that the required team can
arrive at scene as quickly as possible. In this section, we discuss how
to find a valid and optimal assignment.

Definition 4 (MWAopt). Given a system state SyST and a set of
event requirements Ê ¼ fe1,e2, . . . ,ekg, ei ¼ ðFi,posiÞAER, iA ½1: :k�,
the optimal workforce assignment problem (MWAopt for short)
finds a valid workforce assignment Û such that
�
 The elements of Û are pairwise disjoint set of users, namely
8i,jA ½1: :jÊj�,ia j,Ui,UjAÛ ,Ui \ Uj ¼ |.

�
 The total time estimated for all users in Û to arrived at the

event positions is the shortest.

In the MWAopt problem, we emphasize the one–one mapping

relationship between event requirements and users in a valid work-
force assignment. This is based on the consideration that a standa-
lone user is required for each task represented by a condition
(otherwise, multiple conditions can be combined into one). Solving
this problem could help an administrator to verify whether the
current system state is appropriate for the task requirements. In the
following subsection, we present an algorithm to perform this check
and find a solution to schedule the workforce according to the urgent
requirements and context.

4.1. An efficient solution to MWAopt

In this section, we present an efficient polynomial solution to
MWAopt by reducing it to the MINIMUM(MAXIMUM) WEIGHT PERFECT

MATCHINGS problem (MPM for short). There are three parts in our
algorithm. First, we construct a weighted bipartite graph based on
a given system state, context and event requirements. Then, we
solve the MPM problem for the constructed graph. Finally, we can
translate the returned results from MPM back to the solution for
MWAopt. An optimal mobile workforce assignment could be found
if there are enough qualified users for the event requirements.
Otherwise, a predefined specific value would be in the resulted
set of edges.

The reason that we reduce MWAopt to an existing graph problem
rather than designing a specific algorithm for it is based on the
following observations. The optimal workforce assignment problem
is actually a combinatorial optimization problem and we want
to benefit from the existing results in solving similar problems.
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Our problem can be naturally represented as the minimum
weighted match in weighted bipartite graphs (Cook and Rohe,
1999). In a weighted bipartite graph G¼(U,V,E), the vertex sets U

and V are of the same size, i.e. jUj ¼ jV j, and each edge e in EDU � V

is associated with a weight w(e). A matching is a subset of the edges,
no two of which are incident with a common vertex. A matching M is
perfect if each vertex is incident with exactly one member of M. The
MINIMUM WEIGHT PERFECT MATCHINGS problem is to find an optimal
matching that minimizes the total weights SeAMwðeÞ. Previous
literatures have well studied this problem and presented many
efficient polynomial algorithms (Fukuda and Matsui, 2006), such as
the Hopcroft–Karp algorithm (Ahuja et al., 1993). In the MWAopt

problem, users, event requirements, and the qualification relation-
ship between them can be represented as a bipartite graph. If we
make some tricks on this graph, it would satisfy the background of
the MINIMUM WEIGHT PERFECT MATCHINGS problem. Thus we can benefit
from the efficient results directly. We present the details of our
algorithm as follows.

Construction of a bipartite graph. Given a system state SyST, a
set of events requests Ê ¼ fe1,e2, . . . ,ekg, where eiAER, iA ½1: :k�,
and the Context including predicates ElapseTðui,ej:posÞ, where
uiAU,jA ½1:k�, there may exist more than one optimal assignment.
But the total cost of each is the same. Finding one of them is
enough. We construct a bipartite graph G¼/A,B,ES according to
the above given data, where A and B are vertex sets, E is the edge
set. Fig. 1 illustrates the graph model employed for this problem,
while the construction algorithm is given in Fig. 2

The MINIMUM WEIGHT PERFECT MATCHINGS problem requires that the
two node sets have the same size (otherwise there must exist a
node that could not be matched), and there is a weighted edge
between each pair of nodes. So, we firstly make a sanitizing check
Fig. 1. A constructed bipartite graph based on a given system state, context and

event requirements.

Fig. 2. The construction algorithm: for given SyST, Context and a set of eve
to make sure there are enough users to take on the tasks required
by the event, which also ensure the following discussion based on
the fact jAjZ jBj. In our construction, set A denotes the users, while
set B denotes the conditions. If a user ui is competent for a condition
fj in event ek, we create an edge between the nodes aiAA and bjAB

and associate this edge with weight Estimateðui,ek:posÞ. If jAj ¼ jBj
holds and there is an edge between any pair of nodes in these two
sets, the generated graph satisfies the prerequisites of the existing
algorithms for the MINIMUM WEIGHT PERFECT MATCHINGS problem.
Otherwise, we need to generate enough fake edges or nodes, which
do not influence the final result.

Considering the case jAj ¼ jBj but there are not enough edges,
we may construct enough fake edges in phase III with weight
infinity (1), which guarantees that these fake edges would not be
picked up during the computation of a perfect matching unless
there is no feasible solution. infinity can be a large enough value,
say, larger than the sum of all edge weights. When jAj4 jBj, we
create jAj�jBj fake nodes in B, denoted as B0, and create a fake
edge ðai,b

0
jÞ for each pair of nodes aiAA and b0jAB0 with weight 0.

This guarantees that no matter which user is selected for the fake
node, there is no influence to the final result.

Solving the MPM problem and translate results into the solution of

MWAopt. After constructing the bipartite graph N¼/A,B,ES, we
could adopt a well studied efficient solution to generate the
minimum perfect matching M for N. In M, there may exist three
types of edges from the point of weights, ‘‘wðeÞa04wðeÞo1’’,
‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’. If for each condition node bjAB, there is an edge
e¼ ðai,bjÞAM satisfying wðeÞa04wðeÞo1, an optimal workforce
assignment solution is found and user ui is assigned the task
represented by fj. The total elapse time for the selected users to
be the site of assigned task is minimum.

Otherwise, an edge e under wðeÞ ¼1 existing in the result M

indicates there does not exist a valid solution.
4.2. Analysis on the algorithm

Now, we prove that an optimal workforce assignment (solu-
tion to MWAopt) is found under SyST and Context if and only if for
the generated weighted bipartite, the MINIMUM WEIGHT PERFECT

MATCHINGS problem returns a perfect matching M such that the
total weights SeAMwðeÞ is minimum.

Proposition 1. For a given system state SyST, Context and event

requirements Ê ¼ fe1,e2, . . . ,ekg, there is a solution to MWAopt if and

only if for the bipartite graph N constructed by the algorithm of Fig. 2,
there is no 1 edge in the final result of minimum weighted perfect

matching M, namely each selected edge in M is either Estimateðui,ej:posÞ

or 0, where uiAU and ejA Ê.
nts requests Ê , we construct a weighted bipartite graph N¼/A,B,ES.



Table 1
User-role assignments for our case study.

User Assigned roles
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First, let us assume that there is a workforce assignment
Û ¼ fU1,U2, . . . ,Ukg,UiDU,iA ½1: :k� for the event requirements Ê

under SyST and Context. That is to say, every user uj in Ui,
iA ½1: :k�,jA ½1: :jUij�, satisfies a condition fj in ei and is assigned
the task represented by fj. For convenience and without loss of
generality, we map uij to fij. Now, we construct a perfect
matching M according to the above workforce assignment in the
following way.

For every task-user assignment uij to fij, the edge e¼ ðaij,bijÞ is
added to the matching M. According to the construction of the
bipartite graph, there are three types of edge. A normal edge with
weigh Estimateðui,ej:posÞ denotes user ui being competent for a
condition in event ej. A fake edge between a user and a condition
means one is not competent for this task. Since its weight is
infinity, it would never be selected in the perfect matching if
there were other non-infinity edge joined to it. The third type is a
fake edge with weight 0 between a user node and a fake condition
node. For each user um not included in any Ui of Ê, we randomly
select a fake node bn and add the edge (am,bn) to M. Since such
edge is of the third type, it does not influence the final matching
weight no matter how many such edges are selected. Overall,
the sum of edge weight in M is SeAMwðeÞ ¼Se ¼ ðaij ,bijÞ

Estimate

ðuij,ei:posÞ. In general, we have proved that the matching M is
perfect during our construction.

On the other hand, assume there is a perfect matching M for
the constructed weighted bipartite graph N, where no edge
weight is infinity. According to the construction of N, any fake

edge between a user node and a condition node could not be
selected since its weight is infinity. Thus, only two kinds of edges
may exist in M, either linking a qualified user with an exist
condition node, or linking a user with a fake condition node. Now
we construct user sets Û ¼ fU1,U2, . . . ,Ukg,UiDU,iA ½1: :k� accord-
ing to the following rules: for each edge e¼ ðaij,bijÞAM4wðeÞa0,
we add user uij to set Ui with assigned task fij in ei. Since M is the
minimum perfect matching of the graph and edge weight denotes
the time cost for users to be present at the event position, the
generated set Û is an optimal workforce assignment for Ê under
SyST and Context.

Now we analyze the time complexity of our solution, which is
polynomial. Our solution includes three parts: (i) reduce to the
MINIMUM WEIGHT PERFECT MATCHINGS problem, (ii) solve the constructed
weighted bipartite graph and generate the perfect matching, and
(iii) arrange the workforce according to the resulted matching. In
the reduction part, the complexity is bounded by the size of user
set and the number of unit terms of the given event requirements,
denoted as jUj and nf henceforward, respectively. Then we need to
create jUj user nodes, nf condition nodes and create an edge
between each pair of nodes in two sets. Since Estimateðui,ej:posÞ can
be adopted directly as we discussed before, the computational
complexity of this part is bounded by OðjUj�nfÞ.

In the second part of solving the MINIMUM WEIGHT PERFECT

MATCHINGS problem, there are many efficient methods (Cook and
Rohe, 1999). For example, Gabow’s algorithm is bounded by
OðjV jðjEjþjV jlogjV jÞÞ in its worst case (Gabow, 1990), where jV j
is the number of vertexes and jEj is the size of edge set (bounded
by juj�nf). Finally, we need to transform the resulted minimum-
weight perfect matching M to the solution of MWAopt, which is by
the size of M, namely nf. From above analysis, we can see that
although the time complexity depends on real system state and
event requirements, our solution is still efficient.
Alice Cardiologist, Surgeon, Resident

Bob Dermatologist, Gynecologist, AC.Physician

Carl Gynecologist, Surgeon, Physician

Dan Surgeon, Resident

Ellen Cardiologist, Dermatologist, Physician

Frank Cardiologist, Gynecologist, C.Physician

Gary Gynecologist, Surgeon, Resident
5. An illustrative example

In this section, we would present a comprehensive example to
illustrate what a system state may be and how to specify practical
event requirements, as well as how to solve MWAopt with our
method.

Consider a mobile healthcare delivery application in a hospital.
Individuals are called users from the system view and are assigned
responsibilities to perform certain job functions. Each of them is
given a location-aware mobile terminal, with which one can
request information services provided by the application server.
The organizational roles like nurse, doctor, patient, and so on, are
associated with different functions and access permissions. Let U

and R denote the set of users and organizational roles in the
system, respectively. Role hierarchies RHDR� R are the partial
orders on R and define inheritance relations among roles, written
as j. The expression rijrj means that users who are members of
ri are also members of rj, while all permissions assigned to rj are
inherited by ri. The user-role assignments are defined as the set of
relationships URDU � R. A user is assigned to one or more roles to
control task execution either by assignment or by inheritance from
role hierarchies. But the roles available to them depend on their
current context, such as geographical position, duty time, etc. The
details are given as follows.

System state. SyST¼/U,R,RH,URAS, where user set U ¼ fAlice,
Bob,Carl,Dan,Ellen,Frank,Garyg. The organizational role set is R¼

R13R2¼fCardiologist,Dermatologist,Gynecologist,Surgeong3fResident,
Physician,AC:Physician,C:Physiciang, where AC.Physician and C.Physi-

cian denote the professional titles of associate chief physician and
chief physician, respectively. Role hierarchies are RH¼ fC:Physiciank

AC:Physician,AC:PhysiciankPhysician,PhysiciankResidentg. The user-
role assignments (URA) are listed in Table 1.

Event requirements. Here we consider three emergency events
e1,e2 and e3 happened at different places and three teams of
various medical specialists are required to arrive at the event sites
for medical treatment. The first event e1 requires two persons,
where one is both a Cardiologist and a Dermatologist and another
is a Gynecologist or a Surgeon whose work experiences are more
than 3 years. The requirement for event e2 is one person who can
be either a ‘‘Gynecologist and AC.Physician’’ or a ‘‘Surgeon and a
Physician’’, while the requirements for event e3 are two persons:
one is both Cardiologist and Physician and another is a Gynecol-
ogist. These requirements are expressed as follows:

e1¼ðff11,f12g,pos1Þ, e2¼ðff21g,pos2Þ, e3¼ðff31,f32g,pos3Þ, where
f11 ¼ ISðrole,CardiologistÞ4ISðrole,DermatologistÞ,
f12¼ISðrole,GynecologistÞ3ðISðrole,SurgeonÞ4LAGðwork, 3 yearsÞÞ,
f21¼ðISðrole,SurgeonÞ4ISðrole,PhysicianÞÞ3ðISðrole, GynecologistÞ

4ISðrole,AC:PhysicianÞÞ,
f31 ¼ ISðrole,CardiologistÞ4ISðrole,PhysicianÞ,
f32 ¼ ISðrole,GynecologistÞ.

Context. Context includes users’ current positions and the event
scenes, which can be acquired via mobile equipments. The pre-
dicate ElapseTðui,ej:posÞ for each user ui,iA ½1: :k�, to arrive at
the event scene ej:pos,jA ½1: :k�, then can be calculated. In practice,
we only calculate each pair of events and their qualified users. The
simulated values of ElapseT are labeled on the edges in Fig. 3.



Fig. 3. The constructed original bipartite graph for users (nodes in set A), event

requirement conditions (nodes in set B) and the qualification relationship between

them (edges), where each edge weight is ElapseT(u,pos).

Table 2

The predicate Uf on qualified users for each condition f.

f Uf

f11 Ellen

f12 Bob, Carl, Frank, Gary

f21 Bob, Frank

f31 Ellen, Frank

f32 Bob, Carl, Frank, Gary
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Solving MWAopt under SyST and Context. Under the current
situation, we would verify whether a given system state satisfies
the event requirements, and if yes, we would find the optimal

workforce assignment for the purpose of quick response.
For each condition fij, we calculate its qualified users via the

predicate Ufij
and list the results in Table 2. Take the example

of f11 ¼ ISðrole,CardiologistÞ4ISðrole,DermatologistÞ, Uf11
¼UISðrole,

CardiologistÞ \ UISðrole,DermatologistÞ ¼ fAlice,Ellen,Frankg \ fBob,Elleng ¼

fElleng.
Based on above system state SyST, Context, and events require-

ments, the original bipartite graph N¼/A,B,ES is constructed as
shown in Fig. 3, where each user corresponds to a node in set A

and each condition corresponds to a node in set B. The weight of
each edge between a condition node and a qualified user is set to
ElapseT(u,pos). There is no fake edge and fake node in the original
graph. For example, Alice and Dan are not qualified for any event
requirement.

In the extended graph, we construct necessary fake nodes and
fake edges for the MINIMUM WEIGHT PERFECT MATCHINGS problem and set
infinity as an enough large value, like 10,000 in this case (larger than
the sum of all edge weights in the original graph). The final
constructed bipartite graph is similar to Fig. 1, which is omitted
here. The matching result for solving the MPM problem of above
graph is M ¼ fða5,b1,3Þ,ða3,b2,2Þ,ða2,b3,6Þ,ða6,b4,10Þ,ða7,b5,8Þg, as
the bold lines shown in Fig. 3. We construct a solution to the MWAopt

problem and schedule the workforce as three user teams with
assignments fðEllen,f11Þ, ðCarl,f12Þ, ðBob,f21Þ, ðFrank,f31Þ, ðGary,f22Þg

and ~U ¼ fUe1
,Ue2

,Ue3
g, where
Ue1
¼ fEllen,Carlg

Ue2
¼ fBobg

Ue3
¼ fFrank,Garyg.
Note that if an infinity edge exists in the result, there would be
no valid workforce arrangement solution for the event require-
ments, which means, the answer to MWAopt is NO. For example, if
a condition is f¼ C:Physician4Dermatologist, no user is qualified
for it under the above system state.
6. Handling exceptions

In above discussion, MWAopt returns an optimal workforce
assignment for urgent events with respect to quick response.
However, in many cases there may not exist enough qualified
users for a valid workforce assignment to make every task
assigned to a standalone person. In this section, we discuss how
to handle such exceptions. A possible solution is to allow a user to
take on multiple qualified tasks. Under such consideration, what
we need to do is to find a valid user-task assignment such that
every task is assigned to a qualified user. For each condition in
event requirements, we check whether the qualified user set Uf is
not empty. This check is simple and efficient, which can be
processed in linear time by the number of total conditions. The
details are omitted here.

However, if there is no restraint on the tasks one is allowed to
take on, a user qualified for multiple conditions may be assigned
too many tasks in different positions. Thus, the geographical
transfer would cause too much delay, which is inefficient for
quick response purpose . A practical restraint is to restrain a user
only perform multiple tasks in one place so as to reduce the
transfer time between different places. The mobile workforce
scheduling problem under such restraint is introduced as follows.

Definition 5 (MWAone). Given a system state SyST, and a set of
event requirements Ê, the mobile workforce assignment problem
under location restraint (MWAone) determines whether there is an
optimal workforce assignment Û where every user is assigned the
tasks only involved in one event.

First, we study the computational complexity of MWAone, and
then present an algorithm for the solution.

Theorem 2. The computational complexity of MWAone is NP-hard.

The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A. Since MWAone is
NP-hard, there is no polynomial solution for it. We would adopt the
Integer Linear Programming method (ILP for short) (Schrijver, 1998)
to solve the MWAone problem. Integer Linear Programming is a
technique used to solve the problem of maximizing or minimizing a
linear objective function subject to linear equality and inequality
constraints. Problems in many fields can be expressed as linear
programming problems, and there are many efficient ILP solvers
that we can use directly. For example, LP_SOLVE is a user-friendly
linear integer programming solver (LP_solve, 2010).

Now, we show how to model the MWAone problem with Integer
Linear Programming variables and constraints. For each condition
fj in each event ei, i.e. fjAei:F, we compute the qualified user set
Ufj

. For each user ukAUfj
, we specify a variable xijk denoting user

uk is competent for the task fj in event ei. The total number of
variables is determined by the satisfaction relationship between
conditions and users, namely bounded by Oðnf�jUjÞ. xijk can be
0 or 1. xijk being set to 1 indicates that user uk is in the resulting
workforce assignment Uei

and is assigned the task represent by fj.
Otherwise, user uk is not selected for this task. For the convenience
of the following computation, we introduce the notion UCanei

ðukÞ

to denote the set of all conditions that uk is qualified for in event i,
i.e. UCanei

ðukÞ ¼ {f9fAei4Satf(uk)}.
Then for each user uk and each variable xijk, iA ½1: :jÊj�, we

specify a constraint

xijkþxi0 j0k ¼ 1, ia i0, jAUCanei
ðukÞ ,j0AUCanei0

ðukÞ: ð1Þ

Such constraints can ensure that a user cannot be assigned the
tasks in any two events. Although the number of total constraints
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is the exponential size of qualification relationship between users
and conditions, in practice it is small. This is because the MWAone

problem considers the exception case of inadequate qualified
users, there is less qualified users for each condition. Otherwise, if
there are many candidates for each task, we can have an optimal

workforce assignment when solving the MWAopt problem.
Finally, we specify a target linear function

Minimize :
X

i,j,k

xijk�ElapseTðuk,ei:posÞ: ð2Þ

Another alternative restraint is an upper bound on the total
tasks a user is allowed to take on so as to balance the workload
among all users. We denote this restraint as follows.

Definition 6 (Uprt). An Uprt restraint Uprtðu,kÞ, where uAU is a
user and k is an integer, requires that the upper bound of tasks u

is allowed to take on is k.

A restraint rs¼Uprtðu,kÞ is satisfied if and only if u is assigned
no more than k tasks. It is easy to understand that to ensure the
consistency of multiple Uprt restraints, a user can be specified on
only one Uprt restraint. When k¼1, there is no restriction on the
number of tasks a user may take on. If there were no explicit Uprt
restraint on a user, performing only one task is allowed in any
event.

Definition 7 (MWAUprt
). Given a system state SyST, a set of Uprt

restraints and a set of event requirements Ê ¼ fe1,e2, . . . ,ekg, where
k is an integer, ei ¼ ðFi,posiÞAER, iA ½1: :k�, the mobile workforce
assignment problem under Uprt restraints (MWAUprt

) determines
whether there is a valid workforce assignment Û satisfying Uprt
restraints.

The problem MWAUprt
can be also solved by the Integer Linear

Programming method. The additional constraints are specified as
follows. If there is a restraint rs¼Uprtðuk,lkÞ, we specify a
constraint

P
i,j,kxijkr lk, otherwise

P
i,j,kxijkr1. If a user is still

restricted in one event, Eq. (1) would be remained; otherwise it
would be discarded.
7. Conclusions

Qualification and location are important factors in scheduling
mobile collaborative workforce for urgent requirements. In this
paper, we study the optimal mobile workforce assignment
(MWAopt) problems for multiple events under these practical
considerations, which finds an optimal workforce arrangement
with respect to quick response. An efficient algorithm is proposed
to solve MWAopt and a practical example is given to illustrate how
our method works. To manage the exception case where there are
not enough qualified users for event requirements, we allow a
user to take on multiple tasks previously assigned to different
users but to restrict each qualified person within one event
location so as to reduce traffic transfer. Under such restraints,
the problem of finding a feasible assignment of mobile workforce
is NP-hard. We solve it by means of the integer linear
programming.

As continuing work, we are investigating to consider more
sophisticated context information and other criteria into schedul-
ing. A potential direction is to add a different emergent degree to
each event and the optimal target becomes to minimize the
overall cost. Another future research direction is to investigate
the secure delegation problem, which also handles exceptions and
alternatives.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 2

The proof of this theorem can be concluded from Section VI
in Sun et al. (in press) by setting a mutual exclusion constraint for
every pair of conditions in different event requirements. However,
the number of such constraints would be exponential with the
size of total conditions. Thus, in this section we present a direct
way of reducing the NP-complete SAT problem to MWAone.

In SAT, we are given an expression t in conjunctive normal
form (CNF) and are asked whether there exists a truth assignment
for variables appeared in t such that t is evaluated to true. Let
t¼ t14 � � �4 tk, where ti ¼ li13 � � �3lil is a clause and lij is a
literal (i.e. a variable or the negation of a variable). Without loss of
generality, assume that no clause contains both v and :v. Let
fv1, . . . ,vng be the set of variables appeared in t.

Since it is not necessary to construct every element of SyST,
Context and Ê, like what a condition exactly being, we only construct
the key elements. Let U ¼ fu0,u00,u1, . . . ,ung and E¼ fe0,e1g, where
e0:F¼ ff1,0, . . . ,fn,0g and e1:F¼ ff1,1, . . . ,fn,1g. Intuitively, uiðiA
½1,n�Þ corresponds to variable vi in the SAT instance; fi,0 and fi,1

correspond to setting variable vi to false and true, respectively. This
indicates that variable vi cannot be set to both false and true. We
construct k elements c1, . . . ,ck, where ci corresponds to clause ti in
the SAT instance. If vi appears in tj, we add cj to event e1, namely
e1:F¼ e1:F [ fcjg. Otherwise, if :vi appears in tj, we add cj to event
e0, namely e0:F¼ e0:F [ fcjg. Let u0 be qualified for every task fi,0

and u00 be qualified for every task fi,1, iA ½1: :n�. Each uiðiA ½1: :n�Þ is
only qualified for fi,0 and fi,1 but not any other task fj,0 and fj,1

when ja i. Let uiðiA ½1,n�Þ be qualified for every cj if and only if
variable vi or its negation appears in the clause tj. For every pair of
user uiAU and event ej, set ElapseTðui,ej:posÞ ¼ 0.

Now, we prove that t is satisfiable if and only if there exists a
feasible solution to MWAone. On the one hand, assume that T is a
truth assignment that satisfies t. We now construct a workforce
assignment for MWAone. For every iA ½1,n�, if vi is true, we assign
fi,1 to ui and fi,0 to u0; otherwise, if vi is false, we assign fi,0 to ui

and fi,1 to u00. Also, if fi,1 (resp fi,0) is assigned to ui, then cj is
assigned to ui if and only if tj contains vi (resp :vi); that is to say,
cj is assigned to ui if and only if setting vi to true (resp false)
satisfies the clause tj. According to above construction, these two
conditions must in one event, which ensure that no user is
assigned the tasks in different events. Since every tj,ðjA ½1: :m�Þ
is satisfied by T, every task represented by cj,jA ½1: :k� is assigned
to at least one user. Also, every task fi,0,fi,1, iA ½1: :n� is assigned
to one user. Each user takes the tasks only in one event. Therefore,
the workforce assignment is valid.

On the other hand, assume that there exists a workforce
assignment to MWAone. Since fi,0 and fi,1 are in different events,
one of them is assigned to ui and the other is assigned to u0 or u00.
We construct a true assignment to t by setting variable vi to false
if and only if fi,0 is assigned to ui; otherwise, we set vi to true.
Now, we prove that every clause in t is satisfied by the truth
assignment. Assume that ci is assigned to uj. Since uj is qualified
for ci, according to our construction, either vj or :vj appears in ti.
Without loss of generality, assume that vj appears in ti. In this
case, according to our construction, ci and fj,0 are in different
events. Hence, uj must have been assigned to fj,1, which indicates
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that vj is set to true, and ti is satisfied. This indicates that every
clause in t is satisfied and thus t is satisfied.
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